Introduction
After the Second World War, women gained equality in the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia. After the country split apart, post-Yugoslav societies went through the process of retraditionalization (Jansen 2005) which meant glorification of the values from the past (patriarchy, nationalism, patriotism). The consequences of this process have become visible more than twenty years later, during a new wave of economic transition (Živković 2012).
In the past five years, Serbia has been experiencing increased interest in the causes of domestic violence. This phenomenon has become a subject of the so-called ʽblack chroniclesʼ,
an introduction to various TV shows and popular analyses. It has opened up the media space for "life coaches" that is, persons who have experienced domestic violence and are thus, regarded as subjects capable of recognizing and reconstructing the profile of the perpetrator. It enables competition among members of opposing political ideologies, while becoming a platform for criticizing the economic situation and analysing transition. The so-called ʽpost-transition filmsʼ use representations of women as traditional victims and represent violence as a regular occurrence in Serbian society. Newspapers and popular TV shows represent murdered women as victims of their own choice -be it a man, financial independence or professional 111 success. They are portrayed as the weaker sex trying to master the traditional role of man, with characteristics such as "assertiveness", "publicity" and "ambition". Over the past five years, media coverage of violence against women has shown a high degree of interest in such topics.
Since watching is a form of participation (Galič, Timan, Koops 2013 ) the focus of the media and the interest of viewers are comparable. While the media draw topics from domestic and partner violence, viewers are enabled to release the aggression that is accumulated due to social dissatisfaction (Kellner 2012 ).
Thus, women become the object of media attraction. Murdered or beaten women are portrayed as mere objects that emerge from the framework of patriarchal morality, which points to the potential regression of society. In Serbia, media has shown special interest in public figures who became victims of male violence (usually figures from pop culture). The interest in their biographies reflects the viewer's identification with both victim and perpetrator while testifying to the inability of recording the degree of violence against a population which is not visible in the media.
The aim of this paper is to explore the role of representation and the power of the media in daily life to answer questions which concern the position of women in Serbia.
Media and gender construction
There is a diversity of theorists who contributed to the development of mass society theory. Among them are Matthew Arnold, Friedrich Nietzsche, John Stuart Mill, Alexis de Tocqueville, Gustave le Bon, Wilhelm Reich, Theodor Adorno, Hannah Arendt. First among modern critics of mass society and its culture were the representatives of the Frankfurt school -Theodor Adorno, Max Horkheimer, Herbert Marcuse, Erich Fromm. The Frankfurt theorists "broached the task of analysing the relationship between class, ideology and the media through the conceptual prism supplied by an amalgam of the mass society critique and the presuppositions of German philosophical idealism grafted on to the framework of Marxist theoryˮ (Bennett 2005: 26-51) . They developed powerful critical and transdisciplinary analysis of culture and coined the term "cultural industry". Frankfurt theorists claimed that mass mediated cultural artefacts have the function of providing leisure activity as an important agent of socialization, mediator of political reality and should be seen as major institutions of contemporary society with a variety of cultural, political and social effects including a way of life. It produces desires, dreams, hopes, fears and longings. After these early works, new theories emerged.
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According to Debray, "mass communication is a complex system and it has come a very long way over the years. Throughout the history of media research, a prevailing concern has been related to the media's influence upon knowledge, beliefs and behaviour of individuals". That is the reason why a number of sociologists still consider media instruments of control which reproduce social order by using arguments that maintain status quo (Debray 2000:7) Mass media and mass communication are "a major factor in the construction and circulation of social understanding and social imagery in modern societies.ˮ Therefore, it is argued that the mass media are used as instruments, both more powerful and more flexible than anything in previous existence, for influencing people into certain modes of belief and understanding within society (Van Dijk 1988) . Anthropologists of mass communication confront the power of the media, claiming that they have a negligible impact on the recipients because the recipient has the ability to choose the content (Osorio 2000) while their opponents rely upon a more traditional view claiming that the media are a reflection and projection of elite minority views that control the masses (Rašević 2014:120) .
Stuart Hall advances four main theories of mass communication. We will point out two theories which are relevant for this topic: the first one is traditional and it focuses on the mass communication as a circulation circuit or loop. The second approach notes how a continuous circuit can be sustained as through a "passage of forms". (Hall 1973: 128-138 ). According to Hall, "the specificity of the forms in which the product of process appears in each moment is what distinguishes discursive production from other types of production in our society and in modern media systems" (Hall 1973: 128-138) The circulation takes place within discourses, as translated and transformed discourses become a social practice. Thus, television can be regarded as a channel for practices and networks of institutions. Through production structures of television originates the television discourse, enabling the circulation of the same social practices. Television programmes are based on a complex communicative process, so the representations of violence on TV are messages about violence. Television is capable of the articulation of language on real relations and social conditions. But the message is never transparent and the audience can receive it if it is able to decode it and put it in use (Hall 1973:128-138) The power of the media becomes visible when it prevents an authentic life, free from narratives on womanhood and manhood. Social reality in Serbia is "underpinned" by some stable patriarchal power structures. As Savigny and Wamer claim, "to ask what is taking place in the way in which women are re-presented is to ask fundamental questions about the nature of power". They also notice that "dominant narratives in media discourses do not represent 113 women, otherwise, we could see women of all ages, shape, physical ability. We see women represented in a stubbornly narrow form." (Savigny, Wamer 2015: 175-194) .
Mass media are not only news and information, they are not mere entertainment or powerful educational tools, but instruments of social control by special interest groups, individuals and institutions. Because of the identification of the process of creating the news and the process of creating the social reality, the media cannot be considered as a neutral intermediary between the creator and the consumer (Nišić, Plavšić 2014: 73-81) .For these reasons I would support Connel's understanding of society as "a form of masculinity politics largely because of the powerful role of the state which is dependent on the gender order" (Connel 2011) . The state constitutes gender relations in multiple ways, and all of its gender policies affect both men and women. Social conditions allow the maintenance of specific power relations which can result in marginalization and discrimination against women in various spheres of society (Vukoičić, 2013: 33-49) .
The media reproduce this pattern while using visual constructions, narratives and various representations of men and women. One of the ways we can think of it is to focus on masculinity, or on the power of the media to portray and reproduce women as victims (Jackson 2008:143-149 ).
Because they use stereotypical and limited images one of the strongest influences the media have on recipients is the representation of men and women. The representation of the relationship between men and women in Serbia still implies a traditionalist image that normalizes violence against women (Gauntlett 2008:104-106 ).
Stereotypical and limited images are present in films as much as they are present in other forms of media. The representation of woman in daily media deviates from the one in films. This fact can be attributed to the contemplative nature of the film. Filmmakers also represent Serbian society as authoritarian, so women are recognized as mere parts of the whole authoritarian network. In Serbia the victimization of woman has psychological, political, geosymbolic and metaphorical meanings.
Violence
In Serbia, one of the most obvious and historically consistent elements of gender 
2.1.1Post-Yugoslav societies and violence
The increased need for the representation of violence in the media features geography marked by depression and economic difficulties. In this regard, women share the destiny of the whole society which feels marginalized and insecure. As we will see, this is especially noticeable when it comes to films and TV shows.
Examples and cases of violence against woman:newspapers, TVshows and the Internet
In March 2018 one of the most popular daily newspapers, Blic, published statistics on crimes against women. Among them, the ten most dramatic murders were highlighted, involving young mothers, pregnant women and their mothers. The text puts the woman in the traditional context of mother and wife, but intends to alert the reader to her potential killer/partner. It is titled: "How to recognize a bully before it's too late" (Đokić, Jovićević 2018) .
These articles were driven by two murders that took place in Belgrade, in 2016 and 2017. These murders show how the media control the representation of violence against women; how they maintain a traditional, patriarchal image of the woman in Serbian society and how she becomes a part of public, political discourse. One of the main tools for the dissemination of this kind of information is the so-called "popular journalism". According to John Langer, tabloid television is distracting people's attention from social problems by giving non-news about non-events (Langer 1998:2) . Inclusion of such coverage changes the character of "serious news." So-called "non-events" ultimately compromise the coverage of political developments and significance is determined by the extraction of visual highlights. This adds to preoccupations with drama, especially fires, homicides, traffic accidents (Langer 1998:3) . Trivialities and entertainment values become part of our daily lives. A comprehensive understanding of television news can occur only when broadcast journalism is given the same level of attention as politics and economy. Popular journalism and the production of television "trivialities" create a special kind of politics which serves to maintain asymmetrical relations of power in society. News and television gossip create victims, sympathy and identification (Langer 1998: 9) . When it comes to Serbia the same practice was discernible during the 90's although through TV series and films conveying messages of happy daily life and a bright future which bore little resemblance to reality. Right after the abolition of the suppression of media freedom during the 90's, access to various TV channels enabled introduction of reality shows and a wide range of broadcasts.
Serbia entered the world of visibility (Thompson 2005: 31-51) .Once hidden practices and events became visible to all citizens, so they could watch how terrible things befell someone else. Observers were carefully hidden in their houses, similar to prison cells where "these events had transpired". In this new world of visibility, the visible events became an explicit strategy 116 of individuals who know that "mediated visibility can be a powerful weaponˮ (Thompson 2005:31-51) . In this way the lives of victims are trivialized, their private lives became subjects of manipulation and stories for entertainment. They also include subtext on gender roles and their dynamics in Serbian society.
On July 2017 at the Belgrade Center for Social Work, a man killed his wife, Maja
Đorđević, and their son, and severely wounded employed social workers, psychologists and security workers (Boyle 2005:77) .Among the interpretations of this deed one cannot ignore the understanding of the popular psychotherapist Zoran Milivojević. He blames the murdered woman because she did not allow the father, a multiple reported perpetrator, to see their child. "All these strong women are not just women, but they are a bit more like men as they have taken over parts of male gender roles. Next to them, man feels a little unnecessary, useless, because he does not have the role of someone who is the head of the family, who should earn money, bring money and feed the family because she earns more than he does".
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In this quote, the woman is portrayed as the one who provokes the perpetrator, and therefore she is partially responsible for her own death.
On April 2017 police found the lifeless body of singer Jelena Krsmanović. The tragedy became breaking news in the black chronicles and the yellow press. 3 Among other sources, one can stay informed by checking the web page: "The latest news about Jelena murder" accompanied by tens of thousands of followers. It is precisely how John Langer explained broadcasting and trivialization in popular journalism. Namely, her private life, from the relationship with her husband, parents, child, friends, colleagues, becomes a topic that increases the circulation of daily newspapers. Though seemingly different, these murders and dozens of others attracted the attention of the public precisely because of the way they were presented in the media (Sunindyo 2004: 87-103) .
Violence, media and politics in Serbia
The first murder presented above became a stimulus for public debate, news, reality TV shows and it made visible the failure of institutions, the powerlessness and dissatisfaction 117 of employees in social work centres, the lack of motivation of the police, the slow work of law courts, the problems related to the placement of women in safe houses. The second murder became the theme of TV shows with a popular character. It gathered psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers, lawyers, and finally politicians. Psychologists identified as the main cause of the murder the nature of long-standing divorce disputes, the overload of psychologists and social workers, the insufficient number of employees in this type of institution, and they shifted responsibility to the judiciary, which was striking at the time of the tragic event. In the coverage of this murder, the leading televisions were considered democratic, Western-oriented, such as N1 and First (Prva),which became conservative in the meantime. Although these tragic events are manipulated in different ways, public discourse reproduces the traditional role of women. Similar to other victims, Jelena Krsmanović filed for divorce. She is thus portrayed in public discourse as an innocent victim but also as a dangerously ambivalent being that superseded the limits of patriarchy.
Films
Despite the fact that in many films actresses have leading roles they are not portraying real-life women. Actually, woman as woman is largely absent in films. This is why constructions of gender identities and gendered pleasures have been central concerns within film studies (de Laurentis 1997). Usually, women are represented as objects, they are weak and vulnerable while violence against them can be sexualized because patriarchy has an interest in controlling their sexuality. In Serbian films, women are both invisible and sexualized. In the first case they are subaltern subjects, without a voice; in the other they become symbols of the "violated", "endangered" and "victimized" society/nation. After the turbulent decade of the 90's ended, there was an attempt to leave behind the so-called 'Balkan topics' (Todorova 1998; Lazarević-Radak 2016:10) . However, the 90's, were the golden age of Serbian cinema (Kovačević 2013:130) . The woman is in a liminal state. She is trying to juggle between her current position and the position she held during the nineties: the dependence on men who provide her with security by earning money from criminal dealings. The protagonist's lover hesitates between the escape with him and the man who provides her with material security in Serbia, but who raped and humiliated her. Asa paradigmatic victim, she chooses the perpetrator. Following the cliché, she is punished for seeking material security instead of love and trust -her lover/perpetrator finally killed her.
In the film Mechanism, a woman is a victim once more. As she stops in a small place, the young woman teacher encounters the bully who rapes and tortures her. Trying to take on the aggressor's role, she kills the perpetrator. Unable to see the exit from her miserable life, she steals the perpetrator's money acquired by drug-dealing. Failing to escape from hopelessness, she becomes another victim of violence.
The Fourth Man (Dejan Zečević, 2008) , relies upon similar representations. Society faces reality. Using the protagonist of a major military service, the director foregrounds collective amnesia. The Major does not remember that he has killed his wife and his child.
Serbia is facing its victims: the wife, daughter, sister and mother are just some of them.
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Ten years into the democratic changes, Honeymoons was released as an international co-production. This is another one in a series of films that discuss the impossibility of achieving the goals of economic and social stability in Serbia while using the female body as a metaphor.
The film narrative follows the lives of two couples, Albanian and Serbian. By placing a sign of equality between these two, Paskaljević reflects the sentimental fate of people in search of the ideal of "normality" (Lazarević-Radak 2016: 229). Living a simple life of social stability and love is the ideal for both the Albanian and the Serbian couples. They expect to find it in Europe.
Although this ideal of peace, love and well-being is already within them, couples are forced to search for it outside because they cannot escape invisible but firm boundaries of tradition and weaker (wife and children) (Fromm, 1984:148) In this sense, it is one of the rare Serbian films that, through the frames of social 
Films and the body of woman
After the 2000's, Serbian films use stereotypical representations of violence against women. The reasons are numerous and in many societies such representations reflect reality
truthfully. An important characteristic of Serbian films is the use of gender as a metaphor of marginality and as an unsuccessful attempt to take on the role of equality. In fact, the body of woman becomes a palimpsest on which the society writes historical experiences, political myths, great narratives, economic problems and numerous difficulties that Serbia encounters during the transition (Tate 2015) . While the first films that follow the democratic changes, such
as Normal People and Mechanism, are ambiguous with regard to women, the subsequent films show that the country is represented as a woman who failed in her struggle for independence, prosperity and freedom, in which, it seems, she believed a decade earlier. Therefore, the portrayal of violence against women becomes more and more frequent. After 2014 the woman becomes an invisible subject in films, which corresponds to the way in which the inhabitants of Serbia recognize the country they live in. The Balkan myth of a land placed between the two symbolic parts of the world is losing significance (Todorova 1999) . New myths did not replace the old ones. In the movies filmed eight years after the first experiences of transition, women were raped, beaten, or sold. Such attitudes tend to reflect symbolically the position of Serbia in the flow of world capital.
Finally, after taking into account three groups of media: newspapers, popular shows and movies, there is an impression that the representations of women differ from one another. While there is a clear agreement between daily newspapers and popular TV shows that woman is the victim of her emancipation, her autonomy and self-sufficiency are absent in films. Placing aside the analysis of popular psychologists about the emancipated woman and the man who lost his traditional role, the media provide a standardized, uniform image. In the newspapers, TV shows 122 and films, the woman is, without a doubt, represented as victim. This representation deepens the gender inequality and reproduces the image of a woman who is not capable of independently defending her rights and interests.
Like popular TV shows, movies play a double role, they represent women as the weaker sex incapable of escaping the future of the gender, economic, social or political victim. Whether they present woman as a metaphor or an inspiration, whether she is sexualized or not, she remains the paradigmatic marginal, a secondary figure whose life and death are decided by others, represented as "stronger". The link between women and transition has geo-symbolic and political dimensions. The country is exposed to transition in the same way as gender is subject to change. In this respect, a narrative and discursive relationship between the country and the woman has been established.
In Freud's Interpretation of Dreams, woman is associated with Africa (Freud 1973 ).
Her sexuality is dark and hidden while man (civilization) is trying to capture her. The sexualized body functions like a symbol or a metaphor for the darkness and obscurity of a continent, or a country (Freud 1973) . In the 19 th century and at the beginning of the 20 th British and American travellers marked the Balkans as "terra incognita", a hidden continent, an unknown part of Europe, its "dark brother" and "inner Africa" (De Vindt,1907:26-27 ). Rubina Saigol claims that "The nation is narrated on the body of women who become an emotionally laden symbol of the nation, self, the inner, spiritual world and home. One's country/nation is often linked with the erotic attraction felt towards women" (2008: 165-176) The country comes to be appropriated, represented and contained within words which have strong erotic connotations. Women's bodies are not merely the site of political, national and armed struggles, but also the major signifiers in identity and economic struggles. Women's bodies are treated as territories to be conquered and marked (Saigol 2008:165-176) . The bodies of women are a sacred space, so the act of violation enables her/its conquest.
The Serbian film reproduces the patriarchal-patriotic pattern either by showing the women being wounded, killed, tortured, humiliated, or reproducing for the sake of reproducing the nation. The nation imagined as a fertile body triggers associations with strong family ties.
Sexualisation is intimately intertwined with nationalist ideology, because the nation becomes conceptualised as a family. Women are signifiers and bearers of the nation (Hubinette 2005) That is the reason, why the violated, harmed female body signifies the harmed and violated country.
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Conclusion
In mid-March 2018, the President of the Republic of Serbia expressed his concern that the nation would be dying. Actually, since the 1990's, Serbia has experienced rapidly declining birth rates. Although a small percentage of the population in Serbia would agree with the opinion that time has come for demographic expansion, the woman as potential mother became once again the focus of the media. In order to solve the problem, the president offered mothers 30,000 Euros for the third and fourth child. 
